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Abstract: The current and future wind energy potentials for two square areas (SA) in the region of Freiburg were assessed
and analyzed , with the aim of mitigating climate change by increasing the use of wind energy. For future conditions
the regional climate models REMO and CLM were taken into account for the IPCC Emission Scenarios (SRES)
A1B and B1. One aim was to provide information of the applicability of data from regional climate models in
terms of wind energy. As a reference dataset, the wind energy potentials of the two measurement stations of
the German Weather Service (DWD) (1961-1990) in Freiburg (SA I) and on the Feldberg (SA II) were assessed.
Calculations were carried out by the Wind Analysis and Application Program (WAsP). Results were in terms of
visual analysis displayed with maps.
While the annual electricity performances of the reference data in SA I and SA II reach up to 7.2 GWh and
10.1 GWh respectively, the calculations for REMO and CLM show an underestimation of the real conditions for
every period and Emission Scenario. Hence the applicability of the models in consideration seems to be limited.
Nevertheless, with regard to different socio-economic developments (SRES A1B and B1), the results provide an
overview of the wind energy potentials’ development in the different periods.
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1. Introduction

Negative impacts of anthropogenic climate change are be-coming more and more evident. The occurrence of extreme
∗E-mail: clemens.richert@gmx.de
†E-mail: andreas.matzarakis@meteo.uni-freiburg.de

storm events, floods and droughts, jeopardizing both livingspace and harvests, are increasing and hence, are becom-ing globally more significant [1]. In order to mitigate andreduce these extreme events, namely by reducing the an-thropogenic CO2 emissions, it is necessary to discover andconsider new possibilities and develop innovative tech-nologies for energy generation. One appropriate methodis to substitute conventional fossil fuels by “clean” sus-
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Figure 1. Investigation Area with subdivsion into Square Area I and
Square Area II.

tainable sources of energy, such as wind energy [1]. Aswell as some climatic and environmental benefits, windenergy fosters the decentralization of energy production.Moreover, its demand for land is relatively low, energyyields are high and the initial energy expended to startup a wind farm is rapidly recouped [2, 3].The natural wind power supply at a certain site is cru-cial for the installation of a wind turbine [4]. In BadenWürttemberg, especially in the low mountain range ar-eas, the conditions are appropriate for wind energy. Theinvestigation area of the paper at hand is limited to thedistrict around Freiburg im Breisgau and the Feldberg inthe Black Forest.In the recent past, the city of Freiburg had defined the goalto meet 10% of the city’s demand for electricity by renew-able energies by 2010. At the same time the consumptionof electricity should be cut by 10%. It was hoped thatwind energy would produce 40.5 M kWh of power, pro-viding half of the 10% goal and hence accounting for thebiggest contribution among the renewable energy sources.According to prospects of the city of Freiburg [5] the fivewind turbines within the bounds of Freiburg can only pro-duce 14 M kWh during a windy year. Thus, additionalwind turbines would have been required, however, theywere inhibited by the regional development plan.With regard to climate protection and the advantages ofwind energy the current and future wind energy potentialhave been assessed and analyzed via maps [6, 7]. Theaim for our theoretical study was to compare the differ-ences between recent and expected conditions. We as-sumed that the internal climate variability is included inboth time frames. The future potential was estimated onthe basis of the IPCC-Emission Scenarios (SRES) A1Band B1 of the regional climate models REMO and CLM.The focus lay also on the applicability of the climate mod-

els for wind energy related matters. The processing of thedatasets was carried out by the Wind Atlas Analysis andApplication Program (WAsP) of the Risø National Labo-ratory, Denmark [8]. For visual analysis the results weredisplayed with ARC Editor.
2. Investigation Area

The investigation area covers two square areas in the re-gion of Freiburg im Breisgau, each with an extent of 20 x20 km2 (Fig. 1). The central points of these squares arerepresented by the Urban Climate Station (Meteorologis-che Stadtstation) [9] of the Albert-Ludwigs-University ofFreiburg and the station of the German Weather Service(DWD) in square area (SA) I, and by the station of theDWD in the Feldberg area (SA II). The horizontal dis-tance between the centers is about 20 km. Hence theinvestigation area reaches from the highest summit of theBlack Forest (Feldberg 1493 m) with its complex topog-raphy, over the “Vorbergzone” to the exit of the DreisamValley into the Upper Rhine Valley and up to the city ofFreiburg.Freiburg is located in the southern part of the Upper RhineGraben between the Vosges region (in the W) and theBlack Forest region (in the E), thus the study area isinfluenced by different wind systems. Due to the locationin the frontal zone of the northern hemisphere, higher-level westerly winds dominate, but are modified by effectsof the two mountain ranges delimitating the Upper RhineGraben. The mountain ranges favor the development ofup- and downwind effects and channelize the wind field.Consequently, the winds in the lowlands mainly come fromthe north and the south in contrast to the upland winds,showing the pattern of southwesterly and westerly winds.The mean wind speeds in the lowlands are relatively lowand range between 1.7 and about 3 m/s [10].Moreover, during autochthonous weather situations in thecomplex valleys of the Vosges and the Black Forest, thedevelopment of thermally induced wind systems that havetheir origin in different expositions of hillsides and val-leys is very likely. In this context the W – E directedlocal wind system called “Höllentäler” with a mean windspeed of 2.9 m/s, located in the Dreisam Valley is worthmentioning [11, 12]. The wind direction of these localwind systems show a diurnal cycle and the speed maximagenerally exceed 10 m/s [10]. After all, the dominatingmacro-climatic wind directions are modified by the locallyprevailing winds, whereby the wind speeds in the narrowvalleys of the Black Forest show relatively low values even100 m above ground level (a.g.l.) (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Mean Wind Speed Potential (100 m a.g.l.) in Square Area I and Square Area II based on data of the DWD Station Freiburg (1961-1990)
and the DWD Station Feldberg (1961-1990).

3. Methodology and data
The basic calculations for estimations of the retrospec-tive (1961-1990) and the future (2021-2050 / 2071-2100)wind energy potential were carried out with the wind atlasanalysis software WAsP. The software can produce verti-cal and horizontal extrapolations of wind atlas datasets.In a wind atlas dataset the observed wind data or thesimulations of REMO and CLM have been “cleaned” withrespect to site-specific conditions. Hence the wind atlasdata sets are site-independent and the wind distributionshave been reduced to some standard conditions [8]. There-fore WAsP contains three physical models to describe thewind flow over different terrains, also considering shel-tering obstacles, the land use and the surface roughness(Fig. 3):

• Model for sheltering obstacles: considers the ef-fects of buildings on the wind flow conditions
• Model for roughness of terrain: considers changesof the wind flow caused by changes in the surface

roughness (Internal Boundary Layer - IBL)
• Model for mountainous terrain: considers changesof the wind flow caused by the slope angle and therelief in a mountainous terrain

Two processes, the Analysis and the Application process,are essential parts of the program (Fig. 3).The Analysis process (↑) (cp. Fig. 3) can be summarizedas follows:
1. Analysis of the time-series of the observed winddata and the climate model data, in order to providestatistics of a site specific wind climate (OWC = ob-served wind climate). In each case the OWC statis-tics are graphically represented by a histogram, aWeibull distribution curve and a wind rose.
2. Transformation of the OWC into a wind atlasdataset or regional wind climate (RWC) by apply-ing the above mentioned models (Fig. 3) to theOWC. Thereby the raw data are “cleaned” withrespect to the local topographic conditions. The
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Figure 3. Analysis and Application Scheme of WAsP [8].

RWCs are site-independent and the wind distri-butions are reduced to some standard conditions.The statistic summaries of the RWC also contain aWeibull distribution curve and a wind rose.
The calculations integrated in the Application (↓) (cp.Fig. 3) process are as follows:

1. Estimation of the wind climate at any specific pointin the study area, by performing the inverse calcu-lation as is used to generate the RWC. By introduc-ing descriptions of the terrain around the predictedsite, the models can compute the “predicted windclimate” (PWC) for any specific site and height.
2. Estimation of the wind power potential. WAsP cal-culates the mean wind power density productionand estimates the actual, annual mean energy pro-duction (AEP) of a wind turbine at a specific site orwithin the study area. The AEP is obtained by pro-viding WAsP with the power curve Pel(v )of the windturbine in question. In this case the 2.3 kW windturbine ENERCON E-82 [13] was used. The re-sults for the study area are displayed as “resourcegrids”, raster data for the parameters “mean windspeed”, “wind power density” and AEP, that havebeen extrapolated to the extents of SA I and SA II,in this case for a height of 100 m a.g.l..

The wind power calculations in WAsP are mainly basedon the following equations [8].The mean wind power density (P) is calculated by equa-tion 1:
P = 12ρv3 (1)

ρ is the standard air density (1.225 kg/m3), v the meanwind speed. P is given per area (m2) that is passed bythe wind flow.WAsP uses a Weibull distribution in order to obtain theAEP. It describes the distribution of the observed and mod-eled data mathematically and is specified by equation 2:
f (v ) = k

A

( v
A

)k−1
e−( vA )k (2)

A is the scale parameter in m/s, k is the shape parameterof the distribution.Regarding the power curve Pel(v ) of a specific wind tur-bine (kW) (here ENERCON E-82 [13]), the AEP can beestimated by generating the integral for the product ofthe Weibull distribution f (v ) at hub height and the powercurve Pel(v ). It describes the total energy yield per windspeed category P̄el 3:
P̄el = ∞∫

v=0
f (v ) · Pel(v ) · dv (3)

The annual electricity performance of a wind turbine Eel(also AEP) (kWh) is described by equation 4:
Eel = P̄el · 8760 h (4)

The basic site specific information for the WasP models,describing the terrain of the study area by means of con-tour lines and roughness maps, were prepared via ArcEd-itor. The elevation maps were derived from the digitalelevation model ASTER [14] showing a horizontal resolu-tion of 30 m. In order to create a roughness change linemap with five aggregated roughness classes, the CORINELand Cover data of the reference year 2000 (CLC2000),with a resolution of 100 m × 100 m, were taken into ac-count [15].The wind energy potential comparisons and analyses inthe study area were conducted for observed data, as wellas for simulated data obtained from the regional climatemodels REMO and CLM.The observed data comprises records of the wind speedand wind direction of three stations within the study area.Their characteristics are given in Table 1.The DWD datasets of the stations in Freiburg and in theFeldberg area are available for the period 1961-1990, and
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consist of three daily wind observations. They were usedfor the analysis of the present and historical wind energypotentials, and moreover, formed the comparative data forthe future assessments, derived from climate models.
The simulated data series are based upon the hourly windspeed and wind direction of the regional climate modelsREMO and CLM during the reference period C20 (1961-1990) and the high resolution Emission Scenarios A1Band B1 [16, 17]. For the study, four grid points (two foreach model and square area) were identified (Table 2),representing the climate of the DWD stations Freiburgand Feldberg. The grid points were also selected withrespect to the real terrain heights (a.s.l.) at the DWDStation (Tables 1 & 2). For further calculations in WAsPthey were also treated as “single stations”, serving as in-put for the calculation of a wind atlas data set.
REMO is a three dimensional, hydrostatic, regional cli-mate model. The relevant physical processes of this at-mospheric circulation model are computed dynamicallyfor a horizontal resolution of 10 × 10 km2 [18–21]. Itis initialized and driven at the lateral boundaries usingdata from the global coupled atmospheric/oceanic modelECHAM5/MPI-OM [22–24] of the Max-Planck-Institutefor Meteorology. The second high resolution climatemodel CLM is the climate version of the “Local Model”(LM) for weather forecasts of the DWD [25, 26]. It isa non-hydrostatic model nested directly into the globalECHAM5 field, i.e. it is driven continuously by global cli-mate simulations of ECHAM5/MPI-OM, weather analysesand re-analyses. Its grid resolution is 18 × 18 km2 [27].The model data of the REMO and CLM Emission Sce-narios A1B and B1 each were analysed for the periods1961-1990, 2021-2050 and 2071-2100.
It should be noted that the simulations in this study de-pend heavily on both the SRES A1B and B1, and on theglobal climate model ECHAM5/MPI-OM that is used todrive REMO and CLM.
4. Results

The wind energy potentials in the square areas were an-alyzed graphically and evaluated statistically for periodsof 30 years. The reference period in the 20th century wasthe climatic period 1961-1990. The future simulationswere analyzed for the periods 2021-2050 and 2071-2100.OWC and RWC are presented for the DWD station inFreiburg as an example. The maps of the Mean PowerDensity and the AEP are given for the DWD Stations ofSquare Area I and Square Area II.

4.1. Square Area I: DWD-Station Freiburg (FR)
Based upon the observed wind speed and wind directionat 10 m a.g.l. the OWC was calculated for the DWD sta-tion in Freiburg (Fig. 4). The wind rose and the Weibulldistribution reflect the wind statistics graphically. Thetable contains the sector-wise listing of the probabilityof occurrence of the wind direction, the Weibull parame-ters A and k, the mean wind speed v and the mean windpower density P. The mean wind speed ranges between0.7 in the N and 4.5 m/s in the SW. Accordingly, P variesfrom 1 W/m2 in the N to 110 W/m2 in the SW. With ex-ception of the sectors 3, 4, and 7 the calculated Weibulldistribution reflects the observed wind speed distributionquite well. According to the location in the westerly zonethe wind rose shows the dominant wind direction sectors8, 10 and 12 at the station. The prevailing southwest-erly wind originates from the location between two chan-nelizing mountain ranges and the “jet” effect of the Bur-gundische Pforte [28, 29]. Looking at the histogram andthe Weibull distribution representing the conditions 10 ma.g.l., shows the wind power spectrum is constrained to lowcategories. The mean wind speed U is 2.8 m/s, the windpower density P is 46 W/m2. The RWC includes valuesof U and P for computed standard heights and roughnessclasses (Fig. 5). The heights were calculated in WAsP,applying a logarithmic wind profile to the values at 10 ma.g.l. With an increase in height the values for U and Pincrease throughout the roughness classes 0 to 4. Increas-ing roughness on the contrary, causes a decrease in U andP. The prevailing wind directions are not influenced by achange in the surface roughness. Thus the RWC gives avery good picture of the conditions in the westerly zone.The mean values of U and P are comparable to the valuesof the OWC.The mean value of the Wind Power Density 100 m a.g.l. inSquare Area I is 194 W/m2. The areas that are exposed tostrong winds are also characterized by a high wind powerdensity. Technically speaking the kinetic energy of windis commensurate to the third power of the wind speed v(cp. equation 1).In consideration of the RWC and the power curve of thewind turbine ENERCON E-82 the annual mean energyproduction (AEP) for the study area of the DWD sta-tion Freiburg was assessed to be 3.4 GWh (Fig. 6, 7, 9).The lowest AEP (1.2 GWh) is anticipated to be at theexit of the Zastler Valley (about 500 m above sea level)(E 422962; N 5309256), the maximum (7.2 GWh) is meton the Kibfelsen (838 m above sea level) (E 416962; N5312856). Figure 7 shows the histogram of values withinSquare Area I and II. According to the ratio of lowlandsto altitudes in Square Area I the lower AEP classes occurmore frequently. The wind speed distribution of a specific
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Figure 4. OWC of the DWD Station Freiburg (1961-1990).

Figure 5. RWC of the DWD Station Freiburg (1961-1990) (Wind
Rose and Weibull Distribution for z=10 m and R-class 3).

site influences the AEP directly. Above all, the continuityof the winds are crucial; which is specified by the shapefactor k of the Weibull distribution. The most efficientwind energy sites are met in crest and hill top positionswith high mean wind speeds. Interestingly, the sites withthe highest elevation, such as the Schauinsland region,do not necessarily show the highest wind energy poten-tial. For instance, the Schönberg region shows despitea relatively low elevation of 645 m a.s.l. very good windconditions. This is owing to its isolated exposition withinthe mean wind field of SA I. The region west of Freiburg,however, shows only low values of U and the AEP, re-spectively (Fig. 2 & 6) compared to higher elevations. Yetwithin the Upper Rhine Valley the mean values vary from

3 to 5 GWh, with accordant mean wind speeds of 4.5 to6 m/s. Thus the requirements for an economic utilizationof the wind power would definitely be met.

4.2. Square Area II: DWD-Station Feldberg
(FeBe)

Given the location at the edge of the Upper Rhine Graben,the broad valley of the “Wiese” sloping southwest of thepeak (Fig. 1 & 2) and the Burgundische Pforte with its“jet” effect [28, 29], the prevailing winds on the Feldbergcome from the SW. The wind power spectrum covers allwind speed categories rather evenly and reaches windspeeds above 25 m/s. Besides the high elevation (Feld-berg 1493 m a.s.l.) the occurrence of high wind speeds isfavored by a high ratio of open areas on the often defor-ested tops of the Southern Black Forest [39]. The windpower density 100 m a.g.l varies analogous to the meanwind speed values, between about 29 W/m2 in the Za-stler Valley (about 700 m a.s.l.) north of the Feldbergand about 997 W/m2 on the Staldenkopf (1135 m ü. NN).The mean value of SA II is 293 W/m2. Due to the higherelevation the values are much higher compared to the re-sults for the DWD station in Freiburg. The northwesternarea of SA II and the southwestern realm of SA I overlap(Fig. 1). Comparing the modeled parameters in that sec-tion, the SA II shows higher values. Besides the higherinput wind speeds of the DWD station Feldberg, the com-plex topography of SA II also influences the model calcu-lations. Further details on the operational envelope inWAsP are given in the discussion.
Figure 8 shows the WAsP results for the AEP 100 m a.g.l.The SA II mean AEP at 100 m a.g.l. is about 5.1 GWh(Fig. 7 & 10). The minimum is again located in the Za-stler Valley (see above) (567.6 MWh), the maximum onthe Staldenkopf (10.1 GWh). The histogram in Figure 7displays that the AEP value distribution is fairly balancedin SA II. The crests and hill tops show widespread areaswith very high wind energy potentials. Regarding climaticconditions only, all regions with more than 4 GWh AEPcan be considered for an economic utilization of the windpower. For SA II this implicates that even smaller hills areclimatically suitable in terms of wind energy production.The obviously higher level of the AEP compared to theDWD station in SA I is primarily caused by the higherelevation in SA II.
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Figure 6. Annual Energy Production Comparison (GWh) (100 m a.g.l.) (1961-1990) based on data of the DWD Station Freiburg, REMO C20 and
CLM C20.

Figure 7. Histogram of the DWD Station AEP Maps.

4.3. Square Area I: Comparison of modeled
parameters of the DWD station Freiburg and the
Climate Models REMO and CLM
The OWC of the REMO model is characterized by pre-vailing winds from the NE, and the Weibull distributiondisplays the occurrence of mainly low wind speed cat-egories. The dominance of northeasterly winds is mostlikely attributed to variations in REMO. The local ther-

mally induced wind systems of the Black Forest valleys inthe E are probably weighted higher than the higher-levelmesoscale wind systems of the westerly zone.CLM’s OWC shows a prevalent wind component fromthe SW and matches approximately the conditions of theDWD station Freiburg. The Weibull distribution also rep-resents mainly low wind speed categories.Comparing the mean wind power density P (100 m a.g.l.)of the DWD station, the models and different scenar-ios, REMO and CLM generally show a lower level thanthe DWD station during the reference period C20 (1961-1990) (FR REMO C20, FR CLM C20). This applies alsofor the mean wind speed U, however, the differences in Pare greater, owing to the dependency of P on the thirdpower of the wind speed. The REMO value is about 68%and the CLM value is about 55% below the DWD value.Looking at the future scenarios, the assessments of theperiod 2021-2050 for REMO A1B and B1, as well as forCLM A1B and B1, surpass the calculated values for theperiod 2071-2100. FR CLM A1B and FR CLM B1 showthe highest mean wind power densities (92 W/m2) of theclimate models in SA I. They exceed the CLM C20 valueby 4.6%. However, REMO B1 shows the highest relativeincrease (4.8%) compared to REMO C20.
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Figure 8. Annual Energy Production Comparison (GWh) (100 m a.g.l.) (1961-1990) based on data of the DWD Station Feldberg, REMO C20 and
CLM C20.

Figure 9. Scheme of the Mean Annual Energy Production (100 m
a.g.l.) for the DWD Station and Climate Model Scenarios.

Comparing the AEP (100 m a.g.l.), there are similaritiesto the wind power density visible (Fig. 9). REMO C20underestimates the mean AEP of the DWD by about 63%.Major discrepancies can usually be found on crests andhill top positions, whereas minor differences mainly liewithin the valleys of the Black Forest and its foothills(Fig. 6). On the Flaunser the modeled results differ by4 GWh, reaching the maximum difference. The area on theKibfelsen with the maximum AEP values for both REMO

C20 and the DWD Station, shows a difference between2.5 and 3.5 GWh.Looking at CLM C20 an underestimation of the DWDmean AEP by about 47% is visible (Fig. 6 & 9). Majordifferences are again located in hill top position (Fig. 6).Flaunser, Kibfelsen and the Holzschlägermatte displaysimilar patterns as identified for REMO C20, with a dif-ference in AEP of around 3 GWh.The future projection of CLM B1 shows the highest meanAEP value (1.95 GWh) among the climate models and ex-ceeds the CLM C20 value by 4.8% (Fig. 9). The highestrelative increase (5.5%) is again anticipated for REMOB1. In general, the period 2021-2050 shows an increaseof the wind energy potential compared to the C20 sce-narios of REMO and CLM. 2071-2100 on the contraryis characterized by a slight decrease of the wind energyyields.These differences in the models and the fact that the CLMresults exceed the REMO data of the same period in par-ticular, is most likely caused by a difference in the modelheights (Tab. 2). Conspicuously, the B1 scenarios of bothmodels and future periods surpass the corresponding AEPvalues of the A1B scenarios.One possible explanation are random internal climate
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variations within the model projections. Another interpre-tation of this matter would be that variations are causedby different greenhouse gas emissions of the SRES [1].The lower greenhouse gas emissions in scenario B1 thenhave a smaller impact on the radiative forcing than theemissions in scenario A1B. Hence the global and localthermal conditions are directly influenced [1]. For sce-nario B1 this influence would be of a smaller extent thanfor a higher greenhouse gas radiative forcing like in sce-nario A1B. Assuming the influence on thermal conditionsan influence on troposphere air pressure would be a plau-sible consequence.For the A1B scenario with its higher greenhouse gas emis-sions, the thermal (and air pressure) conditions then intheory might be more balanced on a macro and meso scale.Any discrepancies of the results, caused by inaccuraciesrelated to the topography are described by WAsP’s Oro-graphic Performance Indicator ∆RIX [31–34]. In SquareArea I ∆RIX is maximum 10%.
4.4. Square Area II: Comparison of modeled
parameters of the DWD station Feldberg and
the Climate Models REMO and CLM
In SA II the results for the OWC calculation of the REMOmodel mainly showed prevailing winds from the NE and acomponent from southwest. This is most likely attributedto variations in the model, which probably weighs thethermally induced wind systems of the Black Forest, eastof the REMO grid point, higher than the higher-levelmesoscale wind systems of the westerly zone (cp. Fig. 8).Similar conditions were already observed for the REMOgrid point in SA I. Compared to the DWD station Feldbergthe distribution of the wind power spectrum of FeldbergREMO was limited to only relatively low categories withmaximum values only slightly above 10 m/s.The OWC of CLM in SA II was characterized by prevailingwinds from W to SW. As for the Feldberg REMO the windspeeds reach maximum values only slightly higher than10 m/s.Comparing the mean wind power density P (100 m a.g.l.)of the DWD station, the models and different scenariosin SA II, the REMO C20 and CLM C20 values obviouslyremained lower than the DWD Freiburg level. REMOC20 was about 55%, CLM C20 even about 65% lower thanthe DWD value. The highest mean wind power density ofthe climate models in SA II was anticipated for the futurescenario B1 of REMO (141 W/m2). Hence it exceededthe REMO C20 value by about 6.8%. The highest relativeincrease, however, was reached by CLM B1, exceedingCLM C20 by about 6.9%.The mean AEP (100 m a.g.l.) in SA II also shows simi-

larities to the results of the wind power density (Fig. 10).The scenario assessments for the period 2021-2050 gener-ally exceed the accordant figures of the period 2071-2100.REMO C20’s and CLM C20’s mean AEPs are extremelylow, underestimating the DWD value by about 73% and79%, respectively. The enormous differences between theresults for REMO C20 and the DWD Station are obviousthroughout the whole Square Area II (Fig. 8). The val-ues range from -1 to 6 GWh, whereupon the negative andlower differences mainly can be found within valleys. Thecrests, however, show higher discrepancies, e. g. north ofthe Brangenkopf and on the Staldenkopf.

Figure 10. Scheme of the Mean Annual Energy Production (100 m
a.g.l.) for the DWD Station and Climate Model Scenar-
ios.

Looking at CLM major differences range from 3.5 to 5 GWhand are again located in hill top position (Fig. 8), whereasthe results for the Knöpflesbrunnen reveal the maximumdifference (5.2 GWh).
The maximum mean AEP of the future scenarios in SA IIis anticipated for REMO B1 (2,9 GWh) (Fig. 10). It isabout 7% higher than the REMO C20 value. Hence thecalculations for the REMO model show an increase of theAEP over all examined periods and scenarios. Regardingthe CLM model, the period 2021-2050 shows rather an in-crease of the wind energy potential, in period 2071-2100,however, the AEP is declining again. The general higherlevel of the CLM projections compared to the REMO dataof the same period is once again caused by a difference inthe model heights (Tab. 2). As already explained for SAI, in SA II scenario B1 also comes up with a higher windenergy potential than scenario A1B.
The topography in SA II again results in a maximum ∆RIXvalue of 10%.
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5. Discussion
The applied methods in this study are common in terms ofanalyzing the area-wide wind energy potential of a region.With regard to the data basis consisting of single DWDmeasurement stations and grid model points of REMO andCLM, it was crucial to extrapolate the wind climate statis-tics horizontally and thereupon produce maps showing thewind energy potential by means of “resource grids“.The analysis with WAsP, however, requires a number ofinput parameters (e.g. the raw data), that can cause un-certainties and hence influence the model calculations.For instance, the data quality of long term measurementdata that is often applied in WAsP only rarely meets thedemands of wind energy matters [35]. Resulting energyyields are typically afflicted with an uncertainty of morethan 10% [36].Due to the fact that ASTER remote sensing data depictsthe surface and crop height and not the height above sealevel, small vertical differences in the elevation data setare possible. Moreover the grid point heights of REMOand CLM partly differ widely from the actual ground levelelevation or the height of the according measurement sta-tions (Tab. 1 & 2). This might cause the major part of thediscrepancies in the results. Depending on this differencethe wind speed of a grid cell then can either be under-or overestimated. This in turn will influence the modelingof the wind speeds and further calculated parameters. Ingeneral the wind potential maps show for each raster cellonly a climatic average. Even with a resolution of 200 mthere still occur elevation differences within a raster cellthat will cause the earlier mentioned internal climate vari-ability.The uncertainty related to the data of climate models ishardly quantifiable. Longtime experiences of DEWI (Ger-man Wind Energy Institute) in evaluating such data, how-ever, hypothesize that they do not meet the accuracy re-quirements when applied as the only basis of yield cal-culations [36]. Thus, the maps of the mean wind speed,wind power density and annual mean energy production,calculated on the basis of climate model data, only al-low an estimation of the future conditions. Additionally,the scenarios A1B and B1 diverge from 2050 on, hencethe discrepancy of the greenhouse gas concentrations in-creases [1], whereas the reliability of the models decreasesaccordingly.WAsP standardizes climatic determinants, such as the airdensity (1.225 kg/m3) [8] or the atmospheric stratification,which are variable parameters in reality. This can causefurther uncertainties with respect to the transformationinto the site independent wind atlas data sets in WAsP.The complexity of the topography and the roughness of

the immediate surroundings of the measurement stationand grid points directly influence how representative acalculated wind atlas data set may be. However, the ex-pected uncertainties of the airflow calculation in complexterrain are quantifiable by the index RIX or the orographicperformance indicator ∆RIX, respectively [8]. Generally, avariety of uncertainties is caused by the terrain that sur-rounds the reference and the predicted site. They resultfrom extensive flow separation, the degree of turning ineach sector and the size and accuracy of the underlyingelevation and roughness map [31].Yet, it has to be noted that the environmental effects de-crease with an increase of the wind turbine hub heightand, consequently, are of minor degree at 100 m a.g.l..Within the framework of a European joint research project,DEWI conducted studies in order to verify different flowmodels [37, 38] and identified relatively high discrepan-cies between the models. Wind potential studies of theZAMG (Central Institution for Meteorology and Geody-namics in Austria) (e.g. [39]) were also conducted usingWAsP for a complex orography similar to that in the studyarea at hand. In addition, WAsP showed the relatively lowaverage error of 5.4% in a direct comparison of differentnumeric models on the extrapolation of the wind speedin complex terrain [40]. This verifies the applicability ofWAsP for the issue investigated in this study.
5.1. Fields of application

From a climatological point of view, the city of Freiburg’saspired 40.5 M kWh (40.5 GWh) of wind power alreadycould have been achieved before 2010. The results of theDWD reference station in Freiburg confirm this statement:If 2 MW wind turbines (currently there are mainly windturbines with 1.8 MW rated power in the Black Forest)are distributed over the most wind intensive sites suchas the Kibfelsen, the Brangenkopf, the Schauinsland, theHolzschlägermatte, the Hundsrücken, and the Rosskopfthe energy yield of 40.5 GWh would be feasible on anarea of about 28 ha (Fig. 6).Occasionally, the low mountain range sites of the BlackForest show an even higher wind energy potential thancoastal sites. A 6 MW wind turbine located at an exposedsite could produce energy for up to 100,000 people. Con-sequently, a wind turbine with a rated capacity of 3-5 MWcould produce the amount of energy generated by the pho-tovoltaic systems of the whole city of Freiburg [41, 42].Despite the significantly reduced wind energy potentialof the modeled C20 and future scenarios the top sitesstill could meet the focused goal on a slightly bigger area- particularly as the areas with increased potential willexpand in the future scenarios (Fig. 6).
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The large discrepancies between the wind parameter cal-culations of REMO, CLM and the accordant values of theDWD reference station result in the conclusion that theregional climate models are not appropriate for generatinga representative prospect of the wind parameters.However, it is possible to derive development trends fromthe future simulations and based on these trends, the di-mension of change of the wind parameter values, due tothe socio economic developments of the scenarios A1B andB1, can be estimated. Hence the wind energy potentialdevelopment by trend can be identified.Furthermore, the calculated areal information can help toidentify new wind turbine and wind park sites, as wellas to evaluate their efficiency. This again supports theevaluation of local climate protection objectives, like thereduction of atmospheric CO2, and also endorses the def-inition of new targets.
6. Conclusion
Obviously the wind potential assessment in mountainousregions proves to be a very complex subject. The study’sresults provide a basis for future analyses with regardto further grid points of REMO, CLM or other regionalclimate models and ensembles. Additionally, the powercurves and hub heights of even more efficient wind turbinescould be considered. In order to consider the CORINEsurface and land use data more precisely, a classificationwith more than 5 roughness classes could be adopted.Finally a simplification of the workflow and a better in-teroperability of WAsP and ArcEditor could be achievedby integrating WAsP analysis tools in the GIS softwareand accepting WAsP data formats in order to enhance thedisplay possibilities for visual comparisons at a glance.
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